
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DISTRUKTUR IN BERLIN 
 
The Distruktur Duo – Melissa Dullius & Gustavo Jahn – is based in Berlin 
since the end of 2006. The brazilian filmmakers and artists work with unstable 
narratives, where time and space unfold in a non-linear way and the notions 
of percepetion, memory and imagination collide. The film works made on 
16mm are visually striking and give shape to deep atmospheres. At the same 
time, the interest that lays both in narrative and in formal investigations places 
them between cinema and visual art.  
 
On October 12th at 20h CAT EFFEKT, the new Distruktur film, will premiere in 
Berlin at Kino Moviemento (Kotbusser Damm 22). In the same evening the 
short film TRIANGULUM will be presented.  
 
The medium-length CAT EFFEKT was entirely shot in Moscou in the winter of 
2010. The film had its world premiere at the BAFICI – Buenos Aires 
International Festival of Independent Cinema 2011, and has been screened in 
film festivals around the world, such as the Moscow IFF and the Festival 
Kinoforum in São Paulo.  
The short film TRIANGULUM took place in CAIRO, in 2008. The film was 
screened at the Forum Expanded section of the 59. Berlinale (2009) and won 
the Best Film Prize in the Festival Luso Brasileiro de Santa Maria da Feira, in 
Portugal in 2008. 
 
CAT EFFEKT  
16mm | Russia, Germany, Lithuania, Brazil | 40min 
Gustavo Jahn & Melissa Dullius, 2011 
 

 
A woman goes alone through the streets of Moscow getting on and off 
subway trains on her way to a meeting that includes a screening of a film 
about a cat. And that’s it; or so it is for those who believe the plot is the best 
part of cinema. Because as they search for that visual purity that’s historically 
connected to experimental cinema –equally far from theatricals as from the 
written word– the Jahn / Dullius duet makes an enigmatic film in which 
abstraction interrupts a nightmare-like story close to Maya Deren and 



Georges Franju trance films, and they leave one thing clear: cinema is all 
about images.  
(From the XIII BAFICI Catalog) 
Watch CAT EFFEKT Trailer - http://vimeo.com/28453590 
 
 
TRIANGULUM 
16mm | Egypt, Germany, Brazil | 22min | 2008 
Gustavo Jahn & Melissa Dullius, 2008 

 
 
Past, present and where they meet form Triangulum. 
 
TRIANGULUM DEFIES CONTEMPORARY AESTHETICS AND 
GEOGRAPHY 
The work TRIANGULUM staged and filmed in Cairo by the artists Gustavo 
Jahn e Melissa Dullius expands the limits of cinema, defying those who insist 
on maintaining distinct aesthetic forms for film and art. Putting aside such 
arbitrary limits, the duo strikes again with an exercise of scrambling time and 
space – going further on what they did on their last film ÉTERNAU. 
Concerned with building their own style and geography - and succeeding in 
that with remarkable originality and ability, the two brazilians based in Berlin 
bring fresh air to the retro-appropriation practices and propose an instable 
narrative that, although inspired by brazilian Marginal Cinema and Glauber 
Rochas´s films is genuinely contemporary. 
(Bernardo José de Souza) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The films CAT EFFEKT and TRIANGULUM were both conceived under the 
same prisma, to investigate how a certain atmosphere can give shape to 
specific imagens and to formal structures. We chose two geopolitical poles, 
Moscow and Cairo, where the atmospheric pressure is known to be highly 
concentrated.  
The process under which the films were made was also similar. We let 
ourseves be attracted by signs that appeared to us, indicating possible ways 
of action. We took our chances and then reformulated the signs in a 
cinematographic way.  
The final form these films have is closely related to the way they were done, in 
the sense that the experience of making them was the driving force. Our 
deepest interest was to make the unvisible – the enygma that lays in each 
glance exchange – visible. In the end we turned up with images that reveal in 
their appearance their own origin and history.   
 
 
BERLIN PREMIÈRE 
12. Oktober - MI - 20h 
Kino Movimiento 
Kottbusser Damm 22 
Berlin-Kreuzberg 
  
Cat Effekt 
(2011, 40min) 
+ 
Triangulum 
(2009, 22min) 
  
Eintritt: 3 € für alle 
 
 
For more infos about the artists and their work please follow the link: 
www.distruktur.com 
 
CONTACT: 
030 - 43917084 
0177 8729372 
0178 5107831 
 
mail@distruktur.com 
 
 
 


